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NEW 
PRODUCT!

Unrivaled Durability

Moshi USB-C to USB-C Cable
Reversible plug orientation and cable direction USB-C 
connector. Cable length: 2 meters. Supports USB 2.0 
High Speed. Up to 3A charging output. Aluminum 
Shell. LED indicator shows the MacBook® battery 
charging status. Handy strap keeps cable organized. 

DSC# 72923  |  Vendor# 99MO084100 
Min 1  |  SRP $35.00  |  Cost $21.18

Moshi USB-C to USB-A Adapter
Easily connect any USB device (external hard drive, 
USB hub, printer, etc.) to MacBooks® with Moshi’s 
USB-C to USB Adapter. It is compliant with the latest 
USB-C specifications to support data transfer speeds 
of 5 Gbps and up to 3A of power output through its 
reversible USB-C connector. The adapter’s aluminum 
housing protects against electromagnetic interference 
to ensure reliable data transfer even at the highest 
speeds. Small and portable, plug in a USB cable to 
charge/sync an iPhone®, iPad®, or iPod® while on the go. 

DSC# 72904  |  Vendor# 99MO084200 
Min 1  |  SRP $25.00  |  Cost $14.12

Moshi USB Cable with Lightning Connector
Extend the reach of Apple device’s to an impressive 3 meters (10 feet), with Moshi’s USB-to-Lightning cable. 
Encased in a durable and stylish aluminum housing, this USB Cable with Lightning Connector is compatible with 
all Apple devices featuring the Lightning connector, including iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5, iPod touch (5th 
Gen), iPod nano (7th Gen), iPad Air, iPad (4th Gen), iPad mini with Retina display and iPad mini. Combine this cable 
with Moshi’s Rewind and Car Charger for convenient charging at home, in class, and in the car.

DSC# 41484  |  Vendor# 99MO023118 
Min 1   |  SRP $30.00  |  Cost $19.28

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
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iPhone Label Set
Inspired by the beautiful tiles of 
Marrakech, the Moroccan Tile label 
is old-world design meets modern-
world technology. Package includes 
one label for 5W USB charger block 
and one label for Lightning cable.

Moroccan 
DSC# 102083  |  Vendor# MR-PH 
Min 1  |  SRP $5.99  |  Cost $3.00 

Multipack Label Set 
Artist Michel Poiriers Downhill 
Skiers is colorful adrenaline! There 
are no friends on powder days. 
Package includes labels for the  
Mac laptop charger, as well as the 
iPad charger and iPhone/Apple 
Watch charger.

Skiers 
DSC# 102055  |  Vendor# SK-MP 
Min 1  |  SRP $9.99  |  Cost $4.69 

iPhone Label Set 
MEOs cool and colorful geometric 
design will definitely call out Mac 
chargers! “Is that my charger?” will 
be a thing of the past! Package 
includes one label for 5W USB 
charger block and one label for 
Lightning cable.

Geometric Red 
DSC# 102081  |  Vendor# GM-PH 
Min 1  |  SRP $5.99  |  Cost $3.00

NEW 
VENDOR!

Function. Style. Good.

See dstewart.com for more color assortments. 

http://www.dstewart.com
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Brydge 9.7 Aluminum Bluetooth Keyboard • iPad Pro 9.7 • iPad Air 1/2 
DSC# Vendor# Color 
101114 BRY1001 Silver
101115 BRY1002 Space Gray
101116 BRY1003 Gold
Min 1  |  SRP $149.99  |  Cost $88.72

Brydge 7.9  Aluminum Bluetooth Keyboard • iPad Mini 4
DSC# Vendor# Color
101111 BRY5101 Silver
101112 BRY5102 Space Gray
101113 BRY5103 Gold
Min 1  |  SRP $129.99  |  Cost $76.89

Brydge Mini Aluminum Bluetooth Keyboard • iPad Mini 1/2/3
DSC# Vendor# Color
101108 BRY5001 Silver
101109 BRY5002 Space Gray
101110 BRY5003 Gold
Min 5  |  SRP $99.99  |  Cost $60.98

Productivity. Simplified.
Beautiful by design; precisely engineered out of premium aluminum for a 
seamless experience from iPad to keyboard. Features include 180º viewing 
angle, backlit keys, and a rechargable battery that lasts 3 months.  

Elite Battery iPhone Case
The PhoneSuit Elite 6 Battery Case Series provides users with the ultimate in power, 
protection and performance. The sleek, luxurious design and materials provide an 
ultra-premium look and feel. PhoneSuit’s advanced chipset and electronics coupled 
with a custom high-density lithium-ion polymer battery cells can deliver the power 
they need for their iPhone 6 and iPhone 6S. The PhoneSuit Elite 6 Battery Case can 
provide up to 100% additional iPhone 6 power. More iPhone time to talk, chat and 
run favorite apps.

Color Description DSC# Vendor#
Black iPhone 6/6S 100848 PS-ELITE-IP6-BLK 
Blue iPhone 6/6S 100849 PS-ELITE-IP6-BLU
Min 1  |  SRP $69.99  |  Cost $34.69

PhoneSuit Journey All-In-One Charger
3500mAh rechargeable battery pack with integrated Lightning and micro-USB 
cables, wall charger, and USB port.  

DSC# 100972  |  Vendor# PS-JOURN-35-BLK 
Min 1  |  SRP $59.99  |  Cost $30.75

The Charging Essentials NEW 
VENDOR!

NEW 
VENDOR!

http://www.dstewart.com
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Classic Design, Premier Protection

ProStyle Lite Expandable  
Shoulder Case
Modernized for today’s soon to be professional, the ProStyle™ 
Lite Expandable Shoulder Case accommodates laptops and 
MacBooks up to 15.4-inches and features a High Density Foam 
Protection System, dissipating and repelling impact in the event 
of accidental drops. A front combination compartment file 
organizer and multi-media storage section keeps documents 
and work essentials neatly organized. The ergonomic detachable 
shoulder strap distributes weight for ultimate comfort during 
your commute. Streamlined styling and durable hardware round 
out this laptop shoulder case, making it an easy choice for the 
working student.          

DSC# 96194  |  Vendor# 2159 
SRP $119.95  |  Cost $61.42

Collins Vertical Messenger
The Collins Vertical Messenger Bag is made for the minimalist 
who seeks laptop protection in a slim design. Custom-fit for 13-
inch laptops with dedicated pockets for additional accessories, 
this bag is the perfect companion for the on-the-go student.

DSC# 39346  |  Vendor# 1899 
SRP $59.95  |  Cost $30.70

Collins Sleeve I
The Collins Sleeve is a custom-fit, beautifully styled sleeve for  
13-inch laptops. Its slim, tailored shape makes for easy placement 
into a larger bag while on the go. Soft pinstriped lining protects 
devices from being scratched and adds to the clean aesthetic of 
the sleeve.

DSC# 41897  |  Vendor# 1913
SRP $39.95  |  Cost $20.46

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listAppAccBrenthaven202160811
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No Zipper. No Hassles. No Kidding.

Perfect for Essentials

Skinny Sleeve 
The Skinny Sleeve for the MacBook uses a unique stretch-stitch 
seam to allow for ultra-thin fully padded protection and also 
includes a sewn-in reinforcement guard on both sides. The styl-
ish elastic band ensures that user’s MacBook Pros stay securely 
inside the sleeve.

DSC# Vendor# Color Size Description
70051 AM36796 Matte Black 11in MacBook Air
68791 AM36797 Grey/Orange 11in MacBook Air
68800 AM36798 Purple/Blue 11in MacBook Air
66501 AM36799 Matte Black 13in MacBook Air/Pro
68801 AM36800 Grey/Orange 13in MacBook Air/Pro

Min1  |  SRP $39.95  |  Cost $22.48

Slip Sleeve
The SLIP Sleeve is a slim and simple way to carry and protect a 
MacBook Pro or MacBook Air. Carry it on its own or throw it in a 
favorite bag, the SLIP features durable outer fabrics and a custom 
striped lining, while utilizing high density foam to keep the laptop 
safe from harm. Available in both 13” and 15” versions. 

DSC# Vendor# Color Size Description Min SRP Cost
38286 PKG SLIP113-BLBUR Black/Burgundy 13in MacBook Air/Pro 1 $39.99  $20.51 
24657 PKG SLIP115-BLBL Black 15in MacBook Pro 1 $39.99  $20.51 
38289 PKG SLIP115-BLBUR Black/Burgundy 15in MacBook Pro 1 $39.99  $20.51 
38290 PKG SLIP115-CKT1 Brown/Chocolate 15in MacBook Pro 1 $44.99  $23.08 
24668 PKG SLIP115-BLGRY Grey 15in MacBook Pro 1 $39.99  $20.51 

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listAppAccAcmeMade202160811
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listAppAccPKG20160811
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Stay Charged—Wherever you go
USB Type-C Cable
USB Type-C 6 Ft. Sync and Charge Cable is part of a new USB standard that makes it 
even easier to connect and charge devices. Featuring a fully reversible design, this 
cable allows users to plug either end into a computer and mobile device. As the 
successor to previous USB cables, the reversible USB Cable is more compact, more 
user-friendly and delivers superior charge to devices faster than ever. 

DSC# 95958  |  Vendor# ICB57BLK  |  Min 1  |  SRP $19.99  |  Cost $11.10

USB-C to Standard USB Charge/Sync Cable
3 Ft. USB Type-C to USB A Female sync and charge cable is part of a new USB 
standard that makes it even easier to connect and charge devices. Connect USB 
Type-C enabled devices (i.e. new MacBook, ChromeBook Pixel) with standard  
USB-A devices. 

DSC# 95959  |  Vendor# ICB58BK  |  Min 1  |  SRP $14.99  |  Cost $6.67

Compact 4-ports USB wall charger
RockWall 4 Compact 4 Port USB wall charger is a portable charger that features 
4 USB ports and 3.4A charge, allowing users to charge up to 4 devices at once 
quickly. With smart charging technology, RockWall 4 can automatically detect the 
connected devices and provide the maximum charge output for smartphones, 
tablets or any other kind of USB device. Compact and portable, RockWall 4 is the 
perfect charger for all devices both at home, school, and while traveling.

DSC# 81533  |  Vendor# ROCKW4ULBK  |  Min 1  |  SRP $19.99  |  Cost $11.10

Premium Coiled Charger & Sync cable with Lightning 
Connector
Premium charge and  sync cable with Lightning connector can charge and sync 
iPods, iPhones and iPads. Coiled cord for tangle resistance and better cable 
management. Premium, double-shielded, durable connector and cord. Compatible 
with most USB chargers for iPod, iPhone and iPad. The 3.3 ft. cable can be stretched 
up to 5 ft.

DSC#30833  |  Vendor# iCB261  |  Min 1  |  SRP $24.99  |  Cost $16.66

NEW 
PRODUCT!

http://www.dstewart.com
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NEW PRODUCT!

Adonit Pixel Stylus
The new standard of iPad stylus. The 1.9mm Pixel point tip provides unparalleled precision 
and accuracy along with a natural writing and drawing experience. From fine lines to bold 
strokes, the pressure sensitive Pixel provides complete creative control. Pixel is packed 
with features like palm rejection, predictive touch, and shortcut buttons to deliver the 
most seamless stylus experience possible. Connect Pixel to favorite iOS apps to access key 
features and discover new ways to write, draw, and create! Compatibility: iPad 3 & 4, iPad 
Mini 1-4, iPad Air 1 & 2, iPad Pro 12.7in.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 99915 ADPBL
Bronze 99916 ADPBR
Min 1  |  SRP $79.99  |  Cost $57.11

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
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